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Abstract

The Nagoya Protocol (NP) of the Convention on Biological Diversity requires that genetic

resource holders and users obtain, preserve and keep relevant documentation. Users and

third parties need to be informed on terms of  access, which utilisation is allowed, and

which  benefits  need  to  be  shared  when  respective genetic  resources  or  associated

traditional knowledge is utilised in the meaning of the NP. Following the recommendations

in  the  Code  of  Conduct  &  Best  Practices  of  the  Consortium  of  European  Taxonomic

Facilities (CETAF) CETAF Legislations and Regulations Liaison Group 2019, institutions

should implement appropriate data management systems to support compliance with the

protocol  and  keep  records  on  acquisition  of  biological  material,  utilization  of  genetic

resources, transfers to third parties, benefits derived and shared, and deaccessioning of

specimens  or  disposal  of  consumed  samples.  Here  we  describe  how  we  have

implemented the first  set  of tools  to  meet  the NP requirements in  the Kotka Collection

Management System (CMS), which is used by eleven Natural History Museums in Finland.

The Kotka CMS is used for storing and managing specimen data and for handling material

transactions (loans, exchanges, donations and consumptive loans). Users can enter and

store all  necessary documentation for both incoming and outgoing material  as material

transactions,  which  hold  information  on  e.g.,  the  transaction  type,  description  of  the
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material, important dates, correspondent organization and contact person. Specimens are

linked to transactions by their unique identifiers and each transaction also has a unique

stable identifier. The first version of the tools for meeting the requirements of the Nagoya

protocol on both in situ and ex situ accession of genetic resources have been integrated

into the transaction section of the system.

For  genetic  resource  users  to  be  able  to  enter,  save  and  provide  all  the  required

information about an incoming genetic resource, we have implemented a set of fields to be

completed in the transactions in Kotka CMS (Fig. 1). Users can record, for example, a

possible IRCC number (Internationally Recognized Certificate of Compliance), acquisition

date  and  providing  country,  description  of  the  material,  information  on  Prior  Informed

Consent, Mutually Agreed Terms, Material Transfer Agreement and other possible permits.

The  Finnish  genomic  resource  legislation  requires  a  notification  within  one  month  of

acquisition to the Competent National Authority (CNA; The Finnish Environment Institute

and Natural Resources Institute Finland) for any imported genetic resources. The required

data for the notification is compiled in Kotka CMS and then sent to the CNA.

All  the  documentation  and  conditions  regulating the  utilisation  of  each  specimen  and

derived samples must follow with the specimen data at all times. To accomplish this all the

necessary  information  and documents  are  linked from the material  transactions  to  the

relevant specimens by unique specimen or sample identifiers. In the specimen view page,

links to the full transaction details and history are given, as a single specimen or a derived

sample can be part of several different types of transactions. Users also see a summary of

the transaction information directly in the specimen view, most importantly whether the

specimen is available for genetic research or has any restrictions for use.

The Kotka CMS transaction section makes use of the Application Programming Interface

(API) provided by the Access and Benefit Sharing Clearing House (ABS-CH). Using the

API, Kotka CMS validates the IRCC number if given and provides links to the ABS-CH, for

example to the relevant country profile page, the contact details of the CNA, and specific

requirements for access to genetic resources when applicable. This way, we provide Kotka

 
Figure 1. 

Fields for entering information on an incoming genetic resource in Kotka.
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CMS  users  up-to-date  information  from  the  original  source  to  support  their  genetic

resource management.

We will further improve and develop the tools during the years 2019-2020. Now that the

first version is in use, we will make adjustments according to user feedback. We also have

a few changes planned, for example, the tools for transferring the necessary information on

permits and other details with outgoing specimens to a user in another institution abroad

will be  updated.  All  users  in  Finnish  natural  history  institutions  have access to  all  the

information directly in Kotka CMS, as it is a national system. Additionally, both specimen

and transaction information searchability will be refined.
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